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22/01/22: Canterbury Zingari 31 - 15 Maidstone Vets 
 
Match Report by Sport Billy 
 
Frustrating. Could have won; maybe should have won. In a nutshell they took their chances and we didn’t - 
something that has become a familiar refrain recently. 
 
Far more poignantly both teams stood for a minute's silence before the game in respect of three Canterbury 
stalwarts who all recently sadly lost their lives, two former Zingari players - Gary Apps (54), David Foster (56) and 
club secretary Alison Williams (73). 
 
 
Despite being camped in our host’s 22 for the first 10 minutes, it was Canterbury who opened the scoring with a 
breakaway converted try from long range. A few minutes later however we opened our account thanks to the 
superiority of our forwards in the tight. Flanker Colin Frost claimed the touchdown following a classic line out, 
catch and drive. 
 
Canterbury’s second try was somewhat controversial - at least from supremo Karim’s point of view. (Edit: & the 
sizable home support!)  Marching on to the pitch from the sidelines to remonstrate with the ref over a forward 
pass, he may have been slightly fortunate not to have been given a lecture. However the try stood despite the 
fact that Karim’s eyesight has not yet failed him.  Adding fuel to the fire was the fact that after being initially one 
player short, our opposition found a speedy youngster from the ranks…one that had now scored two tries. 
 
Back we went to their 22 and after a period of pressure under the direction of scrum half Mick Walker when we 
should have scored at least two tries, they scored again. For the second week running we conceded an 
interception try after trying to get the ball out wide to the ever elusive Chris Leggat at full back. This time the 
normally safe hands of centre Richard Cutbill made the early running for TotM. 
 
The second half started with the hosts in the ascendancy for the first 15 minutes or so and it is probably fair to 
say that they gave us a lesson in turning pressure into points by scoring two tries in quick succession despite 
some great defence from the aforementioned Richard Cutbill.  
 
Just when it seemed that it would be easy for heads to go down we came back with two well worked tries of our 
own just to prove that actually we are capable of turning pressure into points. 
Firstly fly-half replacement Gary Whitehead started and finished a try via a quick tap penalty. After working the 
ball through forwards Martin Maytum and Matt Plowman, Gary found himself with an opportunity to throw his 
trademark show and go to cross over the line unopposed.   
 
The final try of the game came again through the forwards recycling the ball, eventually finding the great big mitts 
of Mayhem who grounded the ball with such force that the posts are still shaking. 
 
MotM: Richard Cutbill. Shout outs to Chris Leggat, Andre, Martin Maytum, Mick Walker. Also to Gary Griffiths - 
though as much for his performance on stage at the Druids’ Arms that evening and to his band’s warm down act, 
Josh ‘Romesh’ Tugwell. 
 
TotM: Richard Cutbill. Thus gaining the dubious distinction of simultaneously and unprecedentedly holding both 
prestigious awards at the same time. 
 
Scorers 
Tries: Frost, Whitehead, Maytum 
 
Squad: 1.  James Walker / Tom Clarke ; 2. Mark Ingram ; 3. Martin Maytum ; 4. Andre Ilone / Adrian Clark ; 5. 
Tom Clarke/ Gary Griffiths ; 6. Colin Frost ; 7. Josh Tugwell ; 8. Matt Plowman ; 9. Mick Walker ; 10. Matthew 
Ellesmere / Gary Whitehead ; 11. Stephen Noble ; 12. Richard Cutbill ; 13. Adrian Clark / Andrew Ray; 14. 
Andrew Ray / Steve Foy ; 15. Chris Leggat . 
 
Warm Up Support:  Rich Foden . 
 
Glamour fans: Heidi Boon, Charlotte Walker . 
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